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Fig. 1. - The distribution of known ßCephei stars in the spectral
type luminosity class diagram. Numbers of ßCephei stars for each
MK type are indicated.

they were too bright for photometric observation (in this
case it was impossible to find suitable comparison stars).
For each programme star two nearby comparison stars
with similar spectral type and brightness were chosen. Be
cause telescope time was the limiting factor, a number
of programme stars were purposely selected as com
parison stars.

Observations on La Silla

Ouring the first observing run in the period between No
vember 24 and Oecember 31, 1975 (32 nights) nearly one
thousand photoelectric observations of 68 programme
stars were obtained with the four-channel uvby photome
ter attached to the Oanish 50 cm telescope at La Silla. The
differential observations were programmed in such a way,
as to make most likely the discovery of light variation with
time scales of about three to seven hours. At least four
measurements for the same triplet: "first comparison star
programme star - second comparison star" was obtained
during a night, and care was taken that these observations
were spaced not closer than about one hou r. After some 20
measurements of the same triplet were secured, the star
was dropped, and another triplet was selected for observ
ing. In this way all observations of the same triplet were
spread over a time span of several days.

Since the relatively large number of observations were
obtai ned on photometric nights only, without changi ng the
equipment, in a fraction of a single season, and by one per
son (C. S.), one may expect that the errors of observation
are normally (Gaussian) distributed. We therefore calculat
ed all standard deviations corresponding to the different
series of magnitude differences between programme star
and comparison star, and between the comparison stars
themselves.

Fig. 2 shows the frequency histogram ofthe standard de
viations of all "b" measurements taken at airmasses not
exceeding 1.3, i. e. within 40° from zenith. The distribution
shows a fast increase from nearly zero to a quite well
defined maximum, followed by a much slower and rather
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How to Find More ßCephei Stars?

The possible lines of attack the observers can follow in an
attempt to help to solve the above-mentioned problems
could either be to observe systematically the individual ob
jects during long observing runs, or to try to increase the
number of known ßCephei stars. About 25 ßCephei stars
are presently known, and adding even a few ones would
sign ificantly increase the statistics of this type of stellar va
riability. Since the pioneer work of Walker (1952, Astron. J.
57, 227), several programmes aimed at discovering ßCe
phei stars north of declination -20° have been carried out.
However, south of this limit somewhat less effort was di
rected towards discovering ßCephei stars, and no syste
matic search of the Walker type has ever been carried out
on the southern sky.

In order to fill in this gap, the authors started an ob
serving programme with the purpose of detecting new
ßCephei stars among the bright southern stars.

We first compiled a list of all stars south of declination
-20°, which appear in the Catalogue of Bright Stars, and
whose position in the HR diagram is the same or nearly the
same as that of the presently known ßCephei stars. The
boundaries of the region considered are shown in Fig. 1.
The number of ßCephei stars for each MK type is indicated.
Exactly 131 stars with decli nation south of-20° are situated
in the area indicated. Twenty-six of these stars were
dropped, either because they are well-known variables, or

The present article is another illustration of new,
exciting work in the southern hemisphere which is
still largely unexplored when compared to the
northern. Drs. Christiaan Sterken and Mikofaj Jerzy
kiewicz have during the past years been looking for
new, relatively bright variable stars of the ßCephei
type south of -20°. The observations were made by
Dr. Sterken, who was formerly with ESO in Chile,
and who will spend another year at the Landes
sternwarte Heidelberg-Königstuhl, FRG, before he
returns to his native Belgium. Dr. Jerzykiewicz
made the reductions with the ODRA 1204 computer
of the University of Wroclaw, Poland.

One of the main reasons for studying ßCephei-type vari
ables seems to come from the fact that the causes under
Iying their oscillations are still unknown. Other unsolved
problems are the questions why the spectral range in
which the ßCephei stars occur is so narrow, and why some
of these stars appear to be periodic while others show
complex frequency spectra.

The fact that all formerly known ßCephei stars are ap
parently bright is probably a selection effect, because it is
in general relatively difficult to recognize short-period and
small-range light or radial-velocity variations in fainter
stars. The interesting discovery of the faint ßCephei vari
able HO 80383 by Haug (The Messenger No. 9, June 1977,
p. 14). is a nice illustration that ßCephei stars do indeed oc
Cur among the apparently less luminous stars.
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Future Plans

HO 64722

two stars from the triplet are variable, but where we could
not decide wh ich of the three stars cause the variability.

The amplitudes and the time scales of the variations pre
sent in the 13 variable programme stars indicate that prob
ably no more than fou r stars are serious candidates for
ßCephei membership. One of them (HO 64722; 81.5 IV)
shows typical ßCephei-type light variation with a very short
period of O~ 1160. The observations of HO 64722 are shown
in Fig. 3 as a fu nction of phase in the O~ 1160 period. Zero
phase corresponds to Julian Date (JO) 2442742.

The 37 remaining programme stars were observed in a
similar way during 18 nights between June 15 and July 3,
1977. Unfortunately the weather conditions were rather
poor during the run, and we could not obtain a similar
amount of measurements as earlier. However, the material
is also homogeneous (for every programme star about
eight to ten measurements were obtained), and we expect
to derive preliminary conclusions very soon.

Fig. 3. -y, b, v and u differential observations of HO 64722 plotted
as a funetion of phase in the 0~1160 period. Zero phase eor
responds to JO 2442742.
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Fig. 2. - Frequeney histogram of standard deviations of the
magnitude differenees in the"b" filter obtained from observations
taken at airmasses smaller than 1.3 (the unit of a is 0.001 mag).
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irregular descent. The diag ram can be regarded as a com
bination of anormal frequency curve, with its centre locat
ed at the observational average mean error, and a flatter,
somewhat irregular one, generated by the observed distri
bution of intrinsic variability. Assuming that the portion of
the frequency histogram to the left of maximum gives a
reasonably good approximation of the observed error dis
tribution, we estimate that the average mean error of a
single magnitude difference is equal to 0'!'0035.

Sorting Out the Variables

. Once the average mean error of a single measurement was
known, we were able to classify the magnitude differences
into three categories, viz. constant, doubtful and variable,
according to the size of the largest deviation from the
mean. We considered as constant such series of magni
tude differences in wh ich the deviation never exceeded
two average mean errors. If in aseries of magnitude differ
ences there occurred deviations equal to or greater than
three average mean errors, we classified the magnitude
difference as variable. The intermediate cases were labeled
as doubtful.

Next we identified as constant all stars which occur in
magnitude differences classified "constant". Many of
these constant stars were also included in the "variable"
magnitude differences, so we could in some cases unam
biguously identify the stars causing the variations. How
ever, an unambiguous assessment of the degree of
variability was not always possible, and we have to wait for
more information from future observing runs. It must be
stressed that only measurements obtained at airmasses
smaller than 1.3 were used for decidi ng ab out the variable
or non-variable character of astar. Measurements taken
at high airmasses (but not exceeding 2.0) were only used to
complete the light-curves and to get a better idea about the
character of variability present.

Table 1 gives the distribution of light variability obtained
so far. The doubtful cases also contain the 20 cases for
which the magnitude differences show that at least one or

Table 1. - Distribution of light variability from the first se
quence of measurements obtained in 1975

constant variable doubtful

68 programme stars
42 non ßCep box stars

21
23

13
11

34
8

80 far the first goal of the project has been reached: the
variable and non-variable objects in the ßCephei box were
singled out. The second part of the programme consists of
a systematic follow-up of the candidates which we found
during the first runs, in order to get a complete description
of the light-curves (eventual beat periods). A first attempt
will be undertaken during an observing run at La Silla be
tween November 27 and Oecember 17, 1977. We hope to be
able to confirm the ßCephei membership of some of the
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Boehum teleseope using a photoeleetrie rapid speetrum
scanner. The high aeeuraey of the experiment demanded
exeellent nights. Normally three extinetion stars of early
type were observed between airmasses 1 to about 2.5, one
star rising, one star setting, and a third star, elose to b =
-60°, observable almost the whole night and whieh passed
the meridian at. about midnight. The ~avelength region
\yas 3000-9000 A with a bandpass of 10 A in the blue und 20
A in the red region. The extinetion eoeffieients were eal
eulated in steps of 50 Ä using the Bouguer method. Re
gions with strong lines were omitted.

Negleeting also the absorption bands of atmospherie
oxygen and water vapour, the total extinetion of even a
clear, eloudless sky eonsists of three eomponents: Ray
leigh scattering, ozone absorption and aerosol scattering.
Eaeh eomponent has its own wavelength eharaeteristie.
The amount of Rayleigh scattering depends only on air
pressure and therefore on the altitude of the observatory.
The ozone is eoneentrated in the stratosphere between 10
and 35 km, so that its eontribution is independent of the
observatory point, but the eoneentration varies with lati
tude and season, sometimes over time seales of hours. The
aerosol scattering is due to solid partieles and liquid drop
lets of any size whieh remain suspended in the air. Most of
these partieles are small liquid droplets resulting from
eondensation of water on very small hygroseopie nuelei.
Others are the solid or liquid produets of eombustion not
aeting as nuelei. The size of aerosol partieles cover the
range from 10-3 to 10 /-t, whieh indieates that their behav
iour in ineident light eannot be deseribed by a simple
theory.

The extinetion due to Rayleigh scattering and ozone ean
be ealeulated quite aeeurately for any observatory loea
tion. So the aerosol seatteri ng is determined by subtraeti ng
these two amounts from the total observed extinetion. This
proeedure, whieh is deseribed in more detail by Hayes and
Latham (Astrophys. J. 197,593,1975) was applied for eal
eulating the aerosol extinetion for La Silla. The figure
shows the extinetion eoeffieient in mag/airmass for all
three eomponents separately against wavelength. The sum
is given by a least square fit of the measured values. While
the aerosol extinetion ehanges slowly by wavelength,
ozone shows a sharp cut-off at 3200 Aand an additional
bump at 6000 A. This bump deforms the resultant eurve in a
manner wh ich eannot be seen in extinetion eurves result
ing from filter measurements.

Extinetion measurements were made during three ob
serving periods with a total number of 41 photometrie

Among the many tactors that determine the quality
ot an observatory site, two are crucial. These are
the seeing (how much the light trom a ce/estial ob
ject is spread out du ring the passage through the
Earth's atmosphere) and the extinction (how much
the light is weakened during the passage). It has
long been known that La Silla is among the best
sites in the world what concerns seeing but it is only
recently that a major study has revealed that the La
Silla extinction is very small on good nights. Dr. H.
Tüg trom the Astronomical Institute ot the Ruhr
University in Bochum, FRG, spent several months
on La Silla in 1974-76 with his "black-body" plati
num oven which will still be remembered as the
"new star" next to the water tanks, where the Swiss
telescope is now situated. As a result ot his work,
we can now give quantitative tigures tor the extinc
tion at ESO.

eandidates by means of simultaneous speetrographie and
photometrie observations.

Besides valuable information about ßCephei stars, our
programme has yielded an enormous amount of data eon
eerning other types of new variables. Until now at least 30
new bright, variable stars have been diseovered, and we
hope to be able to get eomplete light-eurves in the near fu
ture. Further observation runs are planned for April 1978,
Deeember 1978 and April 1979.

At the time when this long-range programme will be ae
eomplished, almost all northern and southern BO - B2
stars brighter than magnitude 6.5 will have been eheeked
for ß Cephei membership, and a more homogeneous
sampie will then be available for statistieal investigation.

"Bad data are better than no data!", says the desperate
visiting astronomer attempting photometrie work through
elouds. Seheduled only for a few nights, weather always
beeomes important. The measurements of vertieal extine
ti on are the best indieator for the quality of a night. From
this point of view we try to give an answer to the questions
"What is a good night on La Silla?" and "How good is
good?".

For the last deeade, ESO meteorologieal reports show a
mean of 225 photometrie nights per year, wh ich is 62 % of
the total number of nights. A photometrie night is eharae
terized by ESO as "six or more hours of uninterrupted elear
sky". For La Silla extinetion eoeffieients were only known
from measurements in eommon filter bandpasses (e. g. C.
Sterken, M. Jerzykiewiez, Astron. Astrophys. Suppt. 29,
319, 1977) but not over the whole optieal region.

During ealibration work from 1974 to 1976, when the
Speetral energy distribution of southern standard stars was
measured by eomparison with blaek bodies, extended ex
tinetion measurements were undertaken with the 61 em

Vertical Extinction on La Silla
H. Tüg
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